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In his work, the Ghanaian artist Serge Attukwei Clottey addresses ideas that pervade his 
personal life  as much as they  have  pervaded  the recent history of Africa.  The 
uncontrolled migration of people and objects, the uneasy feeling of displacement, but 
also the growing awareness of  one’s  own power,  have  created  the environment in 
which Clottey’s drawings, wall works, and performances could happen. 
 
In his first solo exhibition in Berlin, Earthly Conversations, the artist presents wall pieces 
and drawings, as well as a photograph relating to his performances. His characteristic 
yellow wall pieces are made out of plastic jerry cans; a process that Clottey calls 
“afrogallonism.” Today’s landscape of Africa is unthinkable without the presence of these 
brightly colored cheap jugs, often imported from China, which after having been used for 
transporting water and oil, will be abandoned as garbage. Clottey transforms this waste 
into paint-less paintings by assembling tiles made of these discarded plastic cans to look 
like beautiful fabrics. In doing so, he on the one hand relates his work to the local textile 
tradition, on the other speaks about the issues of global pollution and the omnipresence 
of litter dumped especially in poorer countries. Of great importance is the aspect of 
transformation, which carries a ritualistic character that the artist sometimes connects to 
the Ghanaian ancestor cult. In the exhibition, the process of transformation is stressed 
by the installation made of petrified wood, which, like crude oil (the raw material of 
plastic), came into existence during a long process of changing substance when buried 
underneath rockformations. 
 
The ritualistic and spiritual nature of the works doesn’t prevent the artist from tackling the 
earthly problems of Ghanaian society. Using unmistakable formal references to cubism 
in his drawings, Clottey tells the story of his artistic education in Accra, where as a 
student in the art academy he was taught about Picasso but not necessarily about the 
local artistic traditions. The dark drawings reflect on the country’s corruption, injustice 
against women, and other kinds social inequality. In the performances that Clottey often 
conducts together with the GoLokal collective that he set up with artist friends a few 
years ago, he attacks traditional gender roles, the ineffectiveness of local politics, and 
the postcolonial power structures. 
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Serge Attukwei Clottey (1985, Accra, Ghana) is known for his work that examines the 
powerful agency of everyday objects. Working across installation, performance, 
photography and sculpture, Clottey explores narratives of personal, family and collective 
histories often relating to trade and migration. Based in Accra and working 
internationally, Clottey, is the creator of Afrogallonism, an artistic concept that comments 
on consumption within modern Africa through the utilisation of yellow gallon containers. 
Through cutting, drilling, stitching and melting found materials, Clottey’s sculptural 
installations are bold assemblages that act as a means of inquiry into questions of form 
and history. As the founder of Ghana’s GoLokal performance collective, Clottey sees art 
as a way to transform society. With aspects of activism prevalent in his practice, his 
works challenge convention and advocate the importance of creativity.

He recently exhibited/participated in (a selection) Gallery 1957, Accra and Evergreen 
Project, San Francisco in 2016; Kampnagel Contemporary in Hamburg, Intelligentsia 
Gallery, Beijing and The Mistake Room, Los Angeles in 2015; Color Unfinished, 27th 
Festival Les Instants Vidéo, Marseille, Migration Messages, Collective Realities of 
African Migration, WUK, Vienna; Global Art Local View, European Monument Day, Mohr 
Villa, Munich, MULTIPOINT International art Symposium, Nitra, Du Bois In Our Time II 
‘Colour Unfinished’, University of Amherst, Massachusetts and Nubuke Foundation in 
2014; Muses, Goethe Institute, Accra, Art Speaks, Residency at Wuk, Vienna. 
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